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Maximize Your Revenue with access to over 30,000 mobile offers
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The Biggest Automated Realtime CPI Marketplace

Clickky AdExchange API is a game-changing product
for mobile publishers looking to monetize through CPI
offers.
AdExchange API gives the ability to get mobile offers
from leading global networks through a single and
simple-to-integrate API. eCPM prioritization makes
Clickky AdExchange API the best CPI Marketplace
(platform) for publishers around the world.
The centralized reporting allows publishers to see how
much money they are earning across campaigns.
In-house fraud protection solution enables auto
detection and block of low CR campaigns.
Also publishers have the ability to sell their own
inventory using the same platform.

Free yourself from the expense
of manual work!

www.clickky.biz
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Advantages of Clickky AdExchangeTM API

Biggest automated CPI Marketplace in the
world — over 30,000 mobile offers in one
API;
Global coverage — We work with traffic and
offers from over 500 TOP mobile ad
networks around the World;
The most convenient solution for mobile
traffic monetization — Single and
simple-to-integrate API;
eCPM prioritization enables you to earn
more money from your mobile traffic;
Dedicated support helps you start with the
AdExchange API as soon as possible.

www.clickky.biz
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The World's Leading Platform for Publishers to
monetize mobile traffic.
Clickky’s advertising platform combines
monetization tools for mobile applications with
a mobile affiliate network that works around
the world and has over twenty thousand
partners.

500
million clicks per
month

20
million mobile
devices per month

16K
Traffic partners
working with Clickky

www.clickky.biz

Hasoffers integrated
partners in Europe
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About us
Clickky is a full-stack platform for advertisers
and publishers, which offers programmatic,
video and performance advertising solutions.
Clickky also focuses on developing its own SSP and RTB
Marketplace. The company employs 90 professionals in 5
offices in the United States, Ukraine, Russia, India and
China. With the primary focus on mobile traffic
monetization, we operate worldwide, delivering offers from
more than 120 different countries.
In 2015 Clickky launched AdExchange API, the world’s
biggest automated mobile ad platform, which provides
access to more that 30,000 mobile ad campaigns. API
AdExchange solution ensures easy integration and high
eCPM rates. Its user-friendly interface enables publishers to
reduce the number of actions required to launch ad
campaigns.
In 2016 Clickky made TOP-5 among
advertising and marketing companies
and TOP-3 among mobile ad-tech
companies in the Inc.5000 Europe
ranking.

www.clickky.biz

1,5B

Impressions per
month

500M

Clicks per month

1,500

Active advertisers

10,000

Publishers

30,000

Active ad campaigns
daily

5
Offices

5

90+
Employees

Countries
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Get access to Clickky AdExchangeTM API today!
To get started complete sign up: https://clickky.biz/adexchange/

Toll-free USA +1 800 578 65 34
USA | New York
410 Brighton Beach Avenue
11235 N

For advertiser inquiries:
Email: advertisers@clickky.me

Russia | Moscow
Serebryanicheskaya naberejnaya, 29
Business Center «Silver City», 109028

For publisher inquiries:
Email: publishers@clickky.me

Ukraine | Odessa
Admiralsky ave. 34/2,
Business Center «Admiralsky», 65059

For cooperation inquiries:
Email: vr@clickky.me

India | Mumbai
+9167721384
China | Beijing
ray@clickky.me

For media inquiries:
Email: gd@clickky.me

